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JUNIOR PROM WILL
BE HELD APRIL 26
Wesleyan Paint and Powder
Club to Bring "Dover Road"
For Prom Event
MANY OTHER FESTIVITIES
With spring comes the event of
Junior year. The Prom will be held
Saturday night. April 26, from 8:30 to
12:00 at Alumnae Hall. The entire
week end will be crowded with activi-
ties. On Friday afternoon, April 25,
Z. A. from 3:30 to 5:30. The Wesley-
an Paint and Powder Club will give
Dover Road Friday evening; and as
usual the play will be followed by
dancing. Another tea dance will take
place at Tower Court on Saturday af-
ternoon from 3:00 to 5:00. Dinner will
be served at Tower, Severance and
Claflin at 6:30. The Prom proper will
The decorations promise to be inter-
esting. The ballroom at Alumnae will
take the form of a summer garden.
Roy Lampson's orchestra offers an
added attraction. Favors may be ob-
tained at the El Table April 21, 22, and
23. Committees for Prom are as fol-
Edith Kennelly Prom Chairman
Martha Dunnick
Chairman of General Arrangements
Priscilla Rowley
Chairman of Programs and Favors




As usual, the rest of the college will
have an opportunity to participate in
the festivities to the extent of attend-
The event in Junior Prom Week-
end of particular interest to all, except
perhaps the Juniors, is the play, Dover
Road, to be presented by the Paint and
Powder Club of Wesleyan University
under the auspices of Barnswallows.
The play will be given Friday night.
April 25, in Alumnae. Tickets will be
$1.00 and there will be a fee of fifty
cents for the dancing afterward, open
This production of the Paint and
Powder Club ought to be especially en-
joyable both for the play itself and for
the acting. The Club is no amateur
list
eludes at least ten plays ranging
from Shakespeare to modern drama.
The club does not, however, attempt
women's parts. The three women in
Dover Road are played by wives of the
faculty members of the University.
Whatever diversion may be lost in that
way will be replaced by the play.
Dover Road is one of A. A. Milne's
most diverting pieces and is often re-
ferred to as an "absurd comedy." He
tells "piquant and penetrating truths
about human nature" in such an
amusing and light manner that they
might escape an inattentive observer.
plot in which the schemer is caught
in his own net and must be extricated
by a victim. As the Junior Prom play
at Wesleyan it proved its success, and




India's week of non-vic
to the British salt law and sedition law
ended on April 13, with the casualties
reported so far consisting merely in a
Ghandi. This report is strange enough
wnen considered in the light of the po-
litical life in India. Indian politics are
inseparably united with the Hindu re-
ligion, at whose head is Mahatma
Ghandi. the saint-politician of the Na-
tionalist forces. The Nationalist party
is that group which is struggling the
hardest for Dominion status for India.
England's premise of part dominion
status to be granted early this year,
when not carried out, roused the In-
dian Nationalists to hold a conference
on January 26, since then designated
as "The Day of Independence." There
they agreed on a policy of "non-violent
British law until Domin-
status be granted.
tie last week's pilgrim marches and
breaking have been the
j Nationalist party's be-
lief. Ghandi in particular as leader of
the party is attacking the salt monop-
COMING EVENTS
Miss Kendrick will lead the half
hour service of Holy Week Chapel on
Thursday, April 17, at 4:00. Mr. Beve-
ridge will play an organ solo and the
freshman council will usher.
Under the auspices of the Liberal
Club, Mr. James Sheldon will speak
at Agora at 4:40, Friday, April 18, on
the much discussed subject of Peace.
College Honors Memory
Of Mary Whiton Calkins
Even those of us who were never
with Miss Calkins experienced
Indii
Conference Held To Discuss
Student Government Problem
April 11 and 12, the Conference of
the Five Colleges was held at Bryn
Mawr. It was attended by Margaret
Clapp and Virginia Chapman. This
Conference, which is called every
spring to discuss the problems of Stu-
dent Government in Bryn Mawr,
Mount Holyoke, Smith, Vassar and
Wellesley, is attended by two girls from
each college, the seniors who have just
d as presidents of the Student
just been elected to the office.
These ten girls meet and discuss their
common problems. The plan has been
found most satisfactory, because the
junior presidents who are just assum-
ing office are enabled to gain a broader
viewpoint from the discussions of the
seniors who have had the experience
and they also, through meeting the in-
coming presidents, are able to keep up
contacts during the year and exchange
suggestions.
Professor J. B. Pratt Gives
Calkins Memorial Lecture
Friday evening, April 11. Professor
James B. Pratt of Williams College
spoke in Founders Hall in memory of
the late Professor Mary W. Calkins.
a. series inaugurated by
Miss Calkins for her Modern Philoso-
phy course. The subject was particu-
larly fitting, as Miss Calkins, a per-
problem of the nature of the self
Professor Pratt approached personal-
ism from the angle of a realist.
Professor Pratt began his lecture b>
giving various conceptions of the sell
which i
view. For instance, the self
identified
ness, or, according to Hume, with a
bundle or collection of perceptions
following each other in rapid succes-
sion. This view held by the associa-
tionists fails to state on what the
Professor Pratt disagreed with Hume
in showing that the si
ness of meaning and memory,
identity, are not like drops in
or parts of a bundle. The ;
then be a unity.
As far back as Aristotle, t
'Continued on Page 8, Colun
The informal tryouts for the Fiske
Contest, open to all sophomores taking
Reading and Speaking, will take place
in Mathison on Friday. April 18. at
try-out is a four-minute, extempor-
aneous talk.
gree, something of that sense of loss
which is felt so deeply by all those
who in working with her came to
know and love her. It seems especially
fitting tha,t the service, held in the
Chapel on Sunday afternoon, April 13,
should be conducted by the Reverend
Thomas Hayes Procter, Professor of
Philosophy.
The first address was that given by
Dr. Edgar Sheffield Brightman, Pro-
fessor of Philosophy at Boston Univer-
sity, friend and colleague of Miss Cal-
kins. He took as his subject, "Mary
Whiton Calkins, Her Place in Philoso-
phy," and described briefly her work-
Three Sisters Fund makes it possible
once a year to have men from Harvard
sing with the Wellesley Choir. This
event will occur on Good Friday when
the combined choirs will sing some of
the most famous unaccompanied sac-






Tenebrae Factae Sunt Palestrina
This program should appeal to
everyone who is in sympathy with the
. G ...n:l F:-!d;v.
The music for Easter will be given
by the College Choir and the College
Chorus combined. This will be the
first occasion on which these two or-
ganizations have sung together and
the music has been planned so as to be
women's voices with the organ. Pro-
gram :
O Come Let Us All This Day
J. S. Bach
Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring
J. S. Bach
Dear Angels J. S. Bach
Christ Lay in Death's Dark Prison
(3 verses) J. s. Bach
other people, both men, t
having been president c
American Philosophical
American Psychological .
she was also an honorary member of
the British Psychological Association.
Her
'Continued i Page 4, Col.
will the
Houghton Memorial Chapel, Good Fri-
day, April 18. at 7:30 P.M., and Easter
Sunday, April 20, at 7:30 P.M., and
will be open to the public.
SlKiki'spcait- Society m its open pro-
gram meeting on Saturday evening,
April 19, at 8:00 o'clock, will present
scenes from Shakespeare's plays.
El
On Saturday evening, April 19, at
8:00 o'clock, Phi Sigma will have an
open program meeting. Tableaux and
will be presented.
our college preacher for Easter Sun-
day, Dr. Henry Sloane Coffin, President
of the Union Theological Seminary in
New York City. Dr. Coffin received
his degrees from Yale University, New
College at Edinburgh, the University
of Warburgh, and the Union Theologi-
cal Seminary. Yale, Harvard, Prince-
ton, Columbia, Glasgow, and Amherst
have all honored him with degrees.
For a number of years before he be-
came President, Dr. Coffin was a lec-
turer and Professor at Union Theo-
(Contlnued on Page 2, Col 1)
ART EXHIBIT AND SALE
AT
COLLEGE ART MUSEUM
Selvie Lecture To Discuss
Modem Religious Problems
Mr. William Booth Selvie, an emi-
nent authority on the philosophy and
psychology of religion, and on com-
parative religions, will talk in Wel-
lesley on April 29. on Religion in the
Modern Life. Mr. Selvie is principal
of Mansfield College in Oxford, Eng-
land. He has been lecturing in this
country at Union and Harvard Col-
Mr. Selvie has been principal of the
college since 1901. Before that he was
lecturer at Chestnut College and at
Oxford College, and a Congregation-
alist minister in churches in London
and in Cambridge. In 1917 he was
President of the National Free Church
Council. He is much interested in
student conferences.
Mr. Selvie is the author of many
books, dealing with an interesting
variety of subjects. Among these are
his Life and Teaching of Jesus Christ;
Non-Conformity; and Belief and Life.
Minor Officers Announced;
Work To Start Immediately
The minor officers for the coming
year, announced on March 27, are
either already installed in office, or
have unofficially assumed their work.
The results of the elections are listed
Vice-President: Flavilla Morey





Recording Secretary: Elinor Best
Corresponding Secretary:
Rhoda Deuel
Senior Member of Supreme Court:
Agnes Swift
Junior Member of Supreme Cow
Henrietta Ahrens
Sophomore Member of Supreme
Court; Margaret Atwood










(Continued on Page 6, Col. 2)
HONORS STUDENTS
DO RESEARCH WORK




Each year brings new i
achievements among undergraduates
working for honors. This year Welles-
ley has eight seniors doing individual
research in their own particular "Fields
of Distinction," which run the gamut
from economics to music.
Marion Fuller has chosen music and
has worked for this year, under the di-
rection of Mr. Hamilton, upon the
analysis of the forty-eight fugues of
the Well-Tempered Clavichord of Bach.
WITh twenty-four fugues in each vol-
ume she has compared the correspond-
ing fugues in the first and second vol-
umes, analysing the contrapuntal har-
monic structure. Miss Fuller has not
yet decided what she will do next year.
Of equal distinction but in a very dif-
ferent field is the work of Anna Ker.
Literature and Spanish are her com-
bined specialties, while Miss Bushee
and Miss Balderston have been her
sponsors. She has taken as her subject
The Eighteenth Century Critical Atti-
tude tmcard tJie Dramatic Works of
Shakespeare, Lope and Calderon. Lope
and Calderon together, Miss Ker ex-
plained, are to Spain what Shakespeare
is to England. The eighteenth century
offers fertile field for studying chang-
ing conventions of a literary and criti-
cal nature. With such a combination
Miss Ker has had to be most proficient
in the Spanish language as well as in
her knowledge of literature. Her
paper will be in Spanish while her ex-
amination will be in English. She is
using this year's work as a stepping
stone to further English-Spanish work.
and especially with reference to the
present-day relations between Mexico
and the United States. She would like
to bring about a better understanding
by interpreting the culture of both
countries.
language field is Marjorie Stone, whose
subject is French, specifically The Ro-
manticism of Maurice Barres. M.
Banes is a contemporary author, a
ils. To ob-
travelers in Italy and Spain. This
term she has centered on M. Banes
himself as a romantic traveler in Italy.
After spending last year at the Sor-
bonne. Miss Stone received this year
the Franco-American Scholarship from
the American Institute of International
Education which will enable her to do
i the University of Lyons.
Among the scientists is Miss Helen
Walker who has been taking honors for
' this last term in the field of Chemistry.
Her subject has been the manner in
which a co-ordinate valence affects the
;
physical Constance of some organic
compounds. This comparison has been
'. nainly theoretical in results; it has had
to do with molecular structure and with
electrons. Next year Miss Walker
plans to do further work as a graduate
student at the University of California.
Latin and Philosophy interest Stella
Nuernberger, and to terminate her
work in these fields she is writing a
paper on Stoicism in the Reign of
Nero. This task completed, she will
probably turn her attention to legal
matters, attending the Law School at
the University of Cincinnati. - If she
should decide against law, she will
study for another degree.
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
Stella Brewster is concentrating upon
Economics, having chosen a small
Maine town as the subject for her
paper. Once a ship-building center of
considerable prosperity, the town has
reached a stage where industry is prac-
tically at a standstill. A decrease in
the population caused by a tendency
among the townspeople to move to the
"Big City" has brought about the
forced affiliation of several churches.
clubs and organizations, and almost
every family possesses its radio and
automobile. Miss Brewster is unde-
cided about future work; if anything,
it will be social work in which her
knowledge of Economics will be useful.
Alice Sword is majoring in Physics.
She has done reading and laboratory
work and is writing a paper on the
Color Sensitivity of a Photoelectric
Cell. Next year she hopes to do some-
thing in a mathematical line at a phy-
sical research laboratory. She would
like to be an assistant at the Bell Tele-
phone Company laboratory in New
York.
Kathryn Dapp has gone back to the
13th Century for her work in History.
Her paper explains The Role of Sicily
in the Thirteenth Century. For Sicily
at that time was a bone of contention
sale. Thus the island came into con-
tact with many powers, including the
Mohammedans, the English, the Ger-
mans, the Spanish, the French and the
Pope. Miss Dapp has spent a good
deal of time in libraries both in New
York and Cambridge reading Sicilian




.ii;a. S. miliary, ana ne was trie lviui-
terian Church in New York City. Since
1921, he has been a fellow of Yale
University. In 1920 he preached the
Baccalaureate Address at Wellesley.
He is, also, an honorary member of the
class of 1922.
On Monday evening. April 21. at
8:00 o'clock, in Alumnae Hall, Captain
Donald MacMillan will give a lecture
on Labrador and the Polar Regions.
[=3
M. Marcel Bouteron, modern author-
ity on Balzac, will speak in French at
8:00 o'clock on April 23, at Alumnae
Hall. This talk is part of a program
celebrating the centenary of Roman-
t=]
Zeta Alpha will hold a program
meeting on Wednesday, April 23, at
7:00 o'clock. Dean Waite will give a
short talk on the work of James M.
Barrie. Alpha Kappa Chi is also hold-
ing a program meeting on Wednesday,
April 23, at 7:00 o'clock.
SOCIAL INITIATIVE OF WOMEN
DISCUSSED BY COLLEGE DEAN
OirnMonally a writer, either intent
upon bringing the culprit to the bar of
justice, or equally zealous in defending
her, pries beneath the trite, superficial
aspects of the conduct of the college
woman, and still more rarely that
writer is a person who, in spite of a
position with ultra-conservative views
attached, startles us with theories as
liberal as those of any undergraduate
Socialist. Although she never danger-
ously transgresses RadclifTe's staid
platform, Mrs. Mabel Barbee Lee, as-
sistant dean at Radclifle, combines
both these rare qualities in an article
in the April issue of the Atlantic
MontlUy. Her radicalism has only a
faint pink tinge, but she clamors for
less stringent rules which may be en-
forced more successfully because they
are more natural.
"The question of the mental capacity
of women is no longer one of debate,
for they have settled that by high scho-
lastic records; but their ability to take
social initiative for
says Mrs. Lee. She traces the evolu-
tion of discipline in colleges from the
day the word of a college dean was in-
flexible and unquestioned, and the
chaperone was accepted as part of the
divine order of things, and one seldom
forgot to greet her at the beginning or
to bid her good-night at the end of a
dance, until the present ascendancy of
the power of the college government
organizations.
Student Attitude Criticised
Rules are frequently regarded with
tongue in cheek, according to Mrs. Lee.
"False registration is a black sin if the
girl gets caught; otherwise it is apt to
be merely an expediency. This prac-
tent. according to the statements of
many undergraduates, that the question
rarely enters
A slightly satirical note is added by
Mrs. Lee when she observes, "In an in-





year, from noon to 3:00 o'clock on
Good Friday. Everyone is urged to
come even if it is possible to spend
only fifteen minutes or half an hour
in the church. The service consists of
hymns, prayers and brief addresses
on the seven words from the cross, and
anyone is at liberty to enter or leave
the church during the singing of any
In addition to the usual services on
Easter there will be
nae return for their class reunions and
relate tales about the surreptitious ad-
ventures of their undergraduate days
side, might have deprived them of their
Many Reasons for Rules
For the ever-present question, "Why
the rules and regulations?" Mrs. Lee
offers this range of possible answers:
"To calm the anxiety of parents, to give
the college an alibi, or to cultivate in
the younger person the power of self-
direction." She is inclined to believe
that a dominant factor is the desire of
many parents to prolong the depen-
dency of their daughters, and "to feel
that each girl nightly passes through
the equivalent of being tucked into bed,
and they find in the printed regula-
MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS PLANS
SALE TO BENEFIT SCHOOL
A significant
art objects for the benefit of the School
of the Museum of Fine Arts will be
held at the Copley Plaza from April 28
to May 3. Paintings, etchings, and draw-
ings by noted European and American
artists, several pieces of sculpture, and
a variety of important textiles, includ-
ing a large Flemish tapestry, have been
collected, Many of the paintings are
being executed specially for the exhibit.
tution is making an effort to do t
very thing." What she terms "par
hysteria" is often the result of a m
tenons disappearance or any other
regularity in the behavior of a mem
'
of the college community, and the c
lege is made to feel thai
and moral integrity are at stake.
I
The moment for such absurdities
past, Mrs. Lee maintains. Her soluti
:
is to appoint "a commission made up
of qualified undergraduates, faculty
members, and specialists in mental hy
I
giene to study the whole subject of reg
j
ulating the social behavior of the stu
bly the time has come when student
government associations should give
their disciplinary functions and a
centrate instead on promoting, through
OFF CAMPUS
The NEWS this week initiates a
change in this column, feeling that its
original purpose no longer justifies its
existence. While there was a need, an
attempt was made through the column
to its readers a digest of the
week's events as culled from the met-
ropolitan papers. The establishment
Agora board and its present
popularity suggests that the clippiiigs
i posted provide more adequately
necessary contact with events of
irtance off the Wellesley campus
Therefore this column will hereafter
instead intercstintj expressions
from wfuit the undergraduates as well
:ose connected with the adminis-
m say and write.
challenge to liberal colleges for
;n was recently thrown out by
Dean Annie Louise MacLeod of Syra-
cuse University, when she stated that
attempt at education for
ly is found in a few pro-
gressive schools of Home Economies''
At present, she thinks, women are, for
the most part, merely subjected to
education devised by men for men.
of education she thinks
unsatisfactory since it Is not a good
education for men. and is even more
hopelessly inadequate for women.
Women's place in the world is be-
iming more and more important,
nee they earn money, do eighty-five
per cent of the business in retail trade
5 United States, and in addition
le cultural level of the family,
if they wish it, affect political
thought.
Because of this state of affairs, Miss
MacLeod believes that "women's col-
leges should lead, not follow, in the
development of educational theory and
se." She thinks that since
n's right to be educated has





Aii electrical engineering class in the
North Carolina State College recently
in average for one of its exam-
rns of 12% per cent. Wln-n the\
The papers from the class are the
xirest I,ever got in twenty years of
caching. It would be wise not to
)ther me for the rest of the week.
which I must pass in humiliation and
prayer."
^
Because of recent agitation at Wel-
>ley for the introduction of the honor
abolition of that system in the De-
partment of Architecture of the Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology is
of interest. Action was taken by the
faculty at the suggestion of the Stu-
dent Council, whose census among the
students brought out the fact thai
although they would like to continu
under the system, they did not care t
assume the obligations of reportim
that were attached. This episod




of acting as proctor, a negligcable
honor. In commenting on the episode.
The Tech writes. "It is strange how a
system which puts the student 'upon
ing in examinations should also
on him the responsibility of
something which places him oi
the pale of most codes of hono
encouraging tale-bearing.
gloves, and long hair, as well as
accompanying return to college
to the use of full dress suits, hope
'When you pass a smart young sophomore in smart
young campus things, she has probably discovered
Cotton mesh
dresses $12.50, skirts $4, sweaters $3
A cotton knitted fabric which retains the
charm and practicality of knitted woolens





The Wellesley College TS[ews
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
ON CAMPUS torn- to the mills a
Wednesday, April
Academic Council. .
"4:45 P.M. Memorial Chapel. Holy
Week Service. Professor Kendrick.
Fri, April 18: "8:15 A.M. Morning
Chapel. Dean Tufts will lead.
4:40 P.M. Agora House. Liberal Club
meeting. Mr. James H. Sheldon, of the
Fellowship of Reconciliation, Boston,
w.U speak on -Peace."
'7:30 P.M. Memorial Chapel. Good
Friday Service. Members of Appleton
Chapel Choir. Harvard, will sing with
':i<- CuJlece Choir.
Sat., April 19: Patriots' Day. 8:00
A.M. Service at Flag at East Lodge
(weather permitting) Professor Donna:
will speak. If stormy, service will b
held in the Chapel at the usual time
Sun., April 20: Easter Sunday. 7:00
A.M. Memorial Chapel. Communion
Service conducted by Dr. Henry S
•11:00 A.M. Memorial Chapel
Preacher, Dr. Henry Sloane Coffin
President of Union Theological Semi-
nary. New York City.
"7:30 P.M. Memorial Chapel. Easter
Vespers. Music by the College Choir
Saturday evening, April 12, Mr. and
Mrs. Martin E. Scheuhle, Mr. and Mrs.
Donald B. Coleman, Mr. and Mrs. W. E.
Partridge, and Mr. and Mis. Fred I.
Brown, all of the village of Wellesley,
entertained their friends at a bridge
party given at Z. A. Society House.
Twenty tables of bridge formed the
nucleus of an ingenious entertainment
called a Railroad Party. The guests
were given tickets to present for collec
consistand Chorus. The progr
entirely of music bv Bach
Mon., April 21: "8:15 A.M. Morning
Chapel. Leader. Miss Mary Butler
Organist. Miss Jane Freeland '33.
4:40 P.M. Billings Hall. Lizette
Wocdworth Reese of Baltimore will
read from her own poems. This is the
fifth and last in the series of Poets-
Readings.
"8:00 A.M. Alumnae Hall. Capt. Don-
ald B. MacMillan Lecture illustrated
by motion pictures, "Under the North-
ern Lights." Tickets
.75 mot reserved) on sale at El Table
Thurs., Fri., 9-3. Sat., 9-12, at Thrift
Shop and at Box Office on the evening
of the performance.
Tucs., April 22: =8:15 A.M. Morning
Chapel. Mr. Bailey will lead.
J 4:40 P.M. Room 124 Founders Hall.
Dr. Damaso Alonso will lecture (in
Spanish) on "Modern Spanish Litera-
ture." Dr. Alonso is one of the most
distinguished of the group of younger
poets and literary critic- in Spam. 'De-
partment of Spanish.)
Wed.. April 23: c8:15 A.M. Morning
Chapel. Miss Appleton will lead.
"8:00 P.M. Alumnae Hall. Monsieur
Bouteron. Bibliothecaire de lTnstitut
de France, World Expert on Balzac and
the Romanticist Period will lecture tin
French! on "Une Annee de la Vie de
Balzac." The lecture will be illustrated
with slides, i Department of French)
Notes: 'Evening Prayer daily during
Lent at 5:15 P.M. in the Little Chapel.
; Art Museum—Exhibition of French
Pottery by Mile. Marguerite Gastine
continued, also an exhibition of Color
Prints lent by the Metropolitan Mu-
seum of New York City.
Library—South Exhibition Hall.
Exhibition of Browning Letters and
Personalia continued.
'Open to the public.
As seasick ex-Bermudians wander
palely along the campus paths and
highways, blowing their threadbare
noses with disconsolate emphasis,
Wellesley plunges headlong into spring-
time. The Infirmary contributes an
lowly croci, thereby cheering immeas-
urably its footsore devotees, and this
evidence of the renewed fertility of the
good ground is further borne out by the
occasional buckets of daffodils set near
the more densely populated buildings.
by the maple buds, by the dandelions
cropping out with their perennial zest
quite unabated, and by the atmosphere
of sleepiness mingled with profound
gloom that pervades the Library. The
very soil, not content with covering the
nakedness of tabooed byways, opens to
receive in its embrace large pipes of
larger possibilities, and spews forth cu-
rious wooden alleys, In the early
morning may be seen one roaming
blithely over the greensward, in his
hand a basket wherein to dispose of
such pickings and leavings as he hap-
The very Christian Association feels
the sap running throughout its
branches with new vigor as it in-
augurates new members. And appar-
ently the social service end of the
organization is to receive special at-
tention for the moment, as interested
and altruistic students were urged to
present themselves at a tea held at
Dennison House on Sunday, April 13.
Even the well-balanced, practical- ITAI IAN SKETCHES ON SALE
minded institutions of the college feel In 1917 a little volume of prose





Alumnae Hall have mn
by a smooth moire-like
cent black. This long
of double advantage, since it enables
players not only to pick up their cards
with comparative ease, but also to
brush away stray cigarette ashes with a
degree of thoroughness, brings peace
to the lowest and uppermost floors of
the building. But between these ha-
SCIENCE CLUB
The Science Club held its meeting
iday, April 11, at T. Z. E. The hour
is set for seven-thirty. The members
having for the eve-
representative of the
Department of Psychology at Harvard,
Mr. Carl C. Pratt. Mr. Pratt spoke on
Aesthetic and Real Emotions."
r=]
ECONOMICS DINNER
Wednesday, the sixteenth, brought
) the college Miss A^ada Comstock's
cture on "The Unimportance of Rep-
rations," delivered, under the auspices
f the Economics Department, to ma-
n's in that subject at a dinner held at
MATHEMATICS CLUB
Under the auspices of the instructors
: the Mathematics Department, an in-
teresting exhibition was held for the
members of the Mathematics Club in
department office in Founders, on
Friday, April II. Intricate
ical models made of paper
displayed, and the
ise of adding machines, tram
vere explained by the teach
The use of soap bubbles to show cerl
propensities caused much delight .
C. A. CONVENTION
Caroline Ziegler will represent C. A.
: the biennial convention of the Y. W.
A. to be held in Detroit from April
t to May l, The National Student As-
COLLEGE NOTES
30 Virginia Law to Mr. Raymond
ward Walker. University of Pennsyl-
30 Alice Trotter to Mr. Frank Fen-
n Muller, Harvard School of Business
Administration.
33 Jean Martin to Mr. Edward
effield Smith. Jr., Stevens Institute
of Technology.
which delegates will be sent from
colleges all over the country, will try to
ark out the application of its ideal—
a
nations confronting its communities
PRESS BOARD CONVENTION
Miss Edith C. Johnson will represent
Wellesley at the annual convention of
American Publicity Association,
formerly the American Association of
College News Bureaus, to be held at
New York University from April 17 to
Miss Johnson will have charge of
discussion on "Publicity for the
Woman's College."
(=]
C. A. BOARD INSTALLED
The new C. A. board was installed at
vespers service held at Agora on
Jewett Memorial
in Italy. The essays include The
if Lady Poverty, The Lover of
n Italy, very vivid pictures of a
any times visited by Miss Jewett
her death in 1909. An In Memo-
n Sophie Jewett by Miss Sher-
refaces the prose sketches. The
was planned by Miss Bates;
Miss Shackford,
help of a generous printer, saw
: through the press in eleven
Mi.-s Sherwood
days. The :
ately. A few volumes ;
Table, Adminis-




'27 Elizabeth Flanders to Dr. Philip
J. Morgan.
27 Elizabeth Hardham to Mr. John
T. McClellan.
27 Sara Lewis to J. Scott Miller of
Wheaton, Illinois.
'28 Constance Lawrence to Mr. Tho-
mas D. Tyen.
'28. Alice C. Clarke to Mr. Barrows
Dunham.
'29 Emily Lefferts Cornell to Mr.
Harold Mclntyre Grout. Jr.
'29 Ivy Newman to Mr. Henry Ber-
nard Steele. Jr.
Died
'02 Mr. Christopher Case, husband
of Alice C. Morrison Case and father of
Elizabeth Case Smith, '28.
'28 Mrs. John A. Faulkner, mother
jl Anne Faulkner, died March 31.
ex- '26 To Eleanor Perry Grover, a
second daughter, Marian Perry, March
FACULTY NOTE
Engaged
Miss Joyce Cran to Mr. Thomas
Hocker Barry of Massachusetts Insti-
if Technology.
FOCUSSED ON THE SCREEN
Saturday the
Community Playhouse will present a
feature program. The Return
of Sherlock Holmes brings again to
the screen Conan Doyle's inimitable
delightful detective, whose in-
ing escapades have not been
matched by any of the newer fiction
The second feature will be
Navy Blues, the first all-talking pic-
Anita Page playing the heroine. Much
hilariously funny comedy was
filmed at sea on a destroyer. That it
faithfully to actual navy con-
ditions is assured by the fact that the
United States Navy assisted the di-
Monday. Tuesday, and Wednesday
11 bring another double-feature pro-
am to the theatre. Men Without
Women is one of the most grippingly
interesting stories that has found its
;he talking pictures. With-
e female character, the film
trapped in their steel prison
many feet below the surface. The
inner in which the danger brings
:• the hidden qualities of each man
dramatically shown. That the pic-
e was directed by John Ford, whose
ur Sons was so interestingly done.
ture. based on one of Joseph Con-
Vs stories, brings Richard Alien and
ncy Carroll in her first star role, in
Dangerous Paradise, a picture full of
=[£. T. Slattery Co.]
Slattery's Wellesley
Shop will remain
open all day Satur-
day, ^April 19th
Baby Angora Frocks
in gay Spring colors
Gossamer strands of soft silky angora wool, cosy as
grandma's "hug-me-tight," yet as daring as any young
modern could wish,—tailored in smartly moulded lines
of the new silhouette. This delightful knitted frock
comes in beige, green, Lido blue and that fascinating new
shade called "Bittersweet," in all sizes for Misses,
19"
SlatteryS
Oppo,!u Bos.on Common J—
Wellesley Shop
Boston Broolclii
ERNEST FORSBERG dr. Stanley e. hall
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NEWS is pleased to announce
The N£ws [s ed
ddii.ioii o! the following people i
Editorial Board: I the addition ot the following people
Jean Herzberg '31 ! to its Business Board:
Hannah Dilliard '32 Jean Bullinger '32
Isabel Ehrlich '33 Betty Vermillion '33
Prances Lee Maddox '33 Rn(Jda Deue; ,33
F]i,-'abf': h Meader '33
Conventional Unconventionality
The dirge of the older generation, the perpetual plaint that "has
been and may be again." exclaims upon the lamentable state of youth.
Yet we, the younger generation, insist upon being proud of ourselves.
We are proud of our physical agility, of our social graces and our mental
alertness; and most of all we are proud of c
thorough.
I by ignor-
parents, and alumnae on a luxury?
foolishly lost sight of the real
meaning of education, and the scales
tottering as our athletic enthu-
siasm dangerously over-balances our
iterest. Change must be
for the chance is gone
eence of these by making three of her
year's subjects survey courses In
: year should be the culivniiaiun'i
r than the beiimmm; .>l divn.-mi.-d
the of I
are non-conformists, we inform the world with dignity.
But can there ever have been a generation more easily labelled and
pigeon-holed than ours? More simple by far than the filing of our elec-
tives would be the cataloguing of our personalities. To begin with, there
are still those in the college community who conform to old standards,
tvho have never declared their independence of the ancient order. But
they are the least offensive of the offenders; they at least make no pre-
tensions to modernity. More damning to the reputation of the age are
those enthusiasts who labor under the tyrannical and rigid rules of the
convention that breaks conventions. They conform to a new standard,
a system whose purpose it is to destroy all pre-existing institutions. One
"
may cultivate an intellectual enthusiasm for modern problems, one may
throw oneself into a life free from old social restrictions, or one may
simply be bored. The only essential is to be individual, to be unlike
the stodgy Victorian, to be different. The result is likeness in the differ-
ence, identity in the variation. We are busily creating, with all our
energy, a new conformity for the next generation to break away from.
Cannot we turn from this conventional flouting of conventions to a
more significant individuality, more difficult to develop, but infinitely
more valuable when attained—or even in the attaining? To be an
individual is, recalling a hazy acquaintance with Latin, to be a unit, a
whole built of harmonious parts. Individuality does not mean the creed
of being different; it means the creed of being and becoming a balanced,
integrated whole. Before we correlate our courses, we should correlate
ourselves. Instead of superimposing upon our own minds an external
standard, we may create from within ourselves real personalities, genuine
individuals. When we have established ourselves on the road to true
individuality, and only then, will we be justified in being proud of our
generation.
in philosophy. To be
istration offers the
mathematics as a means to fulfilling
requirements, but this does not seem a
logical substitute. One has before en-
tering college seen the mathematical
approach to knowledge, and learned
something of its methods. To consider
oneself well educated without seeing
the entirely different philosophical
method is to be really quite ignorant,
especially in an age when philosophy is
coming to be the unifying force behind
all thought.
It is an important task, this choosing
of courses, a task that should bi
proached seriously and with due
sideration of the fact that a nice
auce is as admirable in the scheduling
of one's intellectual interests
every other phase of life, that college
is the training place and preparati
for life.
ARE THE SCALES UPSET?
The door of the Brooks
Room is still closed. Most
but not of the students never ap-
Fortjotten proach that part of the
of college activities, it is probably
wholly forgotten. But the fact remains,






;, involves only a
s serious problem
rapidly becoming a path
plot
CHOOSE CAREFULLY
seniors face a serious tas)
intelligently for thei
An equally :
There are, to be sure, those wh(
hour at which the classes meet. After
noon classes on Wednesday become ta
boo. Eleven-forties are in general dis
favor, particularly on Saturday. U
fact, many plan their work so tha
there may be no Saturday classes at all,
since these interfere seriously with the
length of the week-end. And of course
one has to bear in mind that departure
ant, and departure a day before every-
body else even more delightful. These
problems, added to that of selecting the
easiest courses possible, complicate the
next few weeks for all too many.
Thinking like this, although preva-
lent in Wellesley as well as at other
colleges, has absolutely no place in an
educational institution. Attendance
here should indicate, above all, a desire
to satisfy, even to a small degree, intel-
lectual curiosity. Only if this is the
basis for the student's desire to enter
and remain in a college should she
make use of instructors'
college's endowment fui
fact that one course is r
other, nor that it meets a
hour would, in that cs
one's selection. Instead, a definite in-
terest in the subject should be the jus-
tification.
One other thing should be borne in
mind. A college degree, even a B.A.,
should indicate that in addition to the
fact that the possessor has had concen-
trated training in one or two fields, she
also has acquired something of intel-
lectual training as well as a cultural
background. There was a time when
this phrase implied a grounding in the
ancients and the arts. At present, it
has acquired a broader meaning. It
indicates, or should indicate, that one
knows something of the most important
of modern trends of thinking
therefore no longer sufficient
certain subjects v
should have made academic arquami
ance, if she would think herself worthy
of her title. No longer do we hav
reqini cuient of both a biological i
Physical science, yet in justice to
self the student majoring in the
ought not to allow herself to re;
le ardor with
hich the college has been responding
i the' swimming pool campaign
:e classifying ourselves with the wise
• with the ioolish men. It is easy to
?come so involved in a thing that it
suddenly impossible to view it ob-
ictively and rationally. The danger
ne is scarcely visible, and it is pos-
ble that Wellesley may have passed
unwittingly.
The wisdom of the sage is revealed
i his extraordinary :
power to balanc
ir subtle questions a




pinnacle, but ability t
rounded life depends i
opment of a true sense
We have completely 1
goal. We delude our;
sell -consoling thought
ming pool is essential
in order that oui
third or fourth generation may toss
aside their spectacles with a bold
flourish, while they brag that their
grandchildren will never be sent on
vain hunts for glasses which repose
peacefully on their grandparents' gray
heads. The idea is ridiculous. With
winter apparatus work, a variety of
fall and spring sports, and the far-
famed Wellesley walks, we have ade-
good physical condition. The swim-
ming pool would be a luxury, and a
luxury of the first order. It necessi-
tates a huge expense, an addition to
the gymnasium which, though desir-
able, is not essential. Its greatest merit
will be to provide a small amount
girls who show -no
signs of being starved for
pleasure.
Yet it involves $200,000. In some
fort we have procured $35,000. At this
rate we need at least three additional
years, even though the last S50.000 is
promised. Is the swimming pool worth
the time and thought and effort ex-
hausted by this five or six years of
campaigning?
I'ollfL'.c liK'uliy i ladinoi
in many departments, with ol
and laboratories crumbling aw
the ground for new buildings
broken, is it time to be concentrating
students, faculty,
ground down by the Founders steps,
new blades of grass can be seen,
trusting confidence of these young
»reen things is touching, and
wonders if their hope that they
continue to exist will be bl;
Perhaps their fate will be kind,
on no consideration must they be al-
lowed to learn what has happened to
their brother blades in front of the
Library; the knowledge of that would
dishearten and probably kill them im-
mediately. Those other blades had
cherished the hope that the stu-
was not supposed to be a path
the Library door to the Ad
Building, but when several members
ne Faculty with stately tread
walked across the forbidden ground,
the grass curled up and died.
liaraiiK^
LITTLE WORD TO THE F-C-LTY
i Being Impressed by Heretic's
Did you know you were oppressors ot a
mighty multitude?
And you fed annoyed maturity on
Mellen's Baby Food?
That you led us toward diplomas with
And trampled on our Better Selves
(for which we drop a tear)?





range. In psychology she special-
in the study of dreams, associa-
;, and time and space relation-
si in philosophy her most out-
pecial study of morals; in religion il
is significant that all her books con-
tain a discussion of the religious prob-
lem. In conclusion it may be said
contribution to the progress of thoughi
was the new stress which she gave tc
the self, to the importance of the con-
ception of a personalistic idealism.
This address was followed by on<
given by Mrs. Helen Cook Vincent, a
one time instructor in psychology a
Wellesley. As a former student o;
Miss Calkins, Mrs. Cook paid warn
tribute: "Truth was the eminent ant
ultimate precept in all her teaching:
and actions.
. . It was impossible t<
stand in her presence and think un
worthily."
The ,
im Mr. Procter. "The glo
fe was God's glory appr
through simple faith—
n
from thought, but deepened
enriched by her thought."
ANNOUNCEMENT
Henrietta Brannon '31








not these patriots stood
asses with a thrill.
And laughed your grave preten:
le scorn they well require
Your Phi Bete keys, your Ph. D
:aped and capped attire!
We ponder now bewildered
And the Heretics'll git you
Consider the lilies o t the field-
They toil not. neithe spin—
When house collect
They never find th m in.
They do lot drudge on Saturdays
Nor keep their close s neat-
boys with magazines.
Don't hat nt them 01 the street.




Why not in the A.M.
And if one takes









And why must papers
Before examination?
And will
The grand old seniors
Pursue the rolling hoops






But all in vain;
Oh reader dear.
He leaves it up to vo
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
Free Press Column
,411 contributions lor this column
must be signed with the lull name
0/ the author. Initials or numerals
roiil be used it the writer so desires.
The Editors do not hold them-
selves responsible for opinions and
Contributions should be in the
hands of the Editors by 10 A. M. on
Sunday.
THE OTHER SIDE OF THE QUESTION
FAIR?
the Wellesley College News:
t's enough of an ordeal to stud
r final examinations, but to ha
on the Saturday preceding
by more studying and more exams, is
expecting too much of us, I think.
The date of the Generals this year
people, but at least you have spring va-
cation near enough to be an advantage;
but when the General s just before
finals, and you haven't even a whole
free week before it, since you are only
excused from Grade 3 courses, it's an
outrage
!
Then, too, there are final papers
How can you write theni, study for a
General, and keep up with your daily
work at the same time? If all this can
be done, and be done \ en, don't you
T<> the Wcliche u CoUcqc
training, physical :
re concerned, may be considered as
having diminished greatly so that we
in international terms
where formerly we thought in na-
When we begin to think in interna-
just how much the United States
all take part with European nations
adjusting international questions.
gather from conversations with
students that lecturers come
Wellesley advocating, more or less
directly, the entry of the United
States into the League of Nations and
the World Court.
I wonder if any lectures have been
delivered at Wellesley pointing out
the disadvantages that the United
States would encounter as a member
given, I take the liberty of suggesting
Mrs. Ruth Hanna McCormick be
invited to speak at Wellesley on the
subject. For the benefit of those who
mediately after the General—for an
exam on Monday, for instance? Can't
we have some grace? Well be mental
and physical wrecks after the General,
in all probability, so why not give us a
As I understand it. the reason for
taking a final in your major after hav-
ing taken a General in it, is that a
whole month's work would have been
emitted. If that is so, then why make
us take a final in it when the General
>und to give marks in the major
:ct with the final omitted—some
which would be more adequate
beneficial, and more human than
MORE ABOUT THE LIBRARY
The Library has been getting its
we add one thing? The number oi
classes which depend, at least in part
upon books from Reserve Shelves for
their preparation is quite large. And
the number of people who take those
books off to remote corners of the
building is also large.
When one goes to the Libe to do a
definite piece of work, and finds the
necessary book in use, it is convenient
irk to peruse the daily papers, I
iy say that Mrs. McCormick is the
disputed leading feminine political
light in the United States, and recently
he Illinois senatorial primaries by
ing the World Court and the
League of Nations.
Mrs. McCormick to Wellesley,
et the laculty and students hear
ther side of this important ques
The
fifty,
five hundred girls reach the In-
Bureau and discover that
ey must pay one dollar, or sign up
r a week, or do both. The college
knowledges that this is not a serious
offence, since it does not demand that
felt their examinations.
Why, then, does it make these ridic-
us requirements? The money goes
the library. It is not used to pay
the ten or twenty minutes time
which the college finds necessary to
devote to those girls who must register
late. Not the most fertile imagination
can see what possible relation there
is between snow storm and cutting
classes. Is the administration able to




To the Wellesley College News:
On the evening of Sunday. M
23, a musical vesper se
jointly by the College
the College Chorus. The anthems
were well selected and well performed;
the orchestral accompaniment was ef-
fective. The chorus, orchestra, and
Mr. Beveridge had taken pains, and the
result was a really good service, worth
hearing. The Chapel should have been
crowded, jammed, with appreciative
students. Was it?
Well, there was. in the language of
the poets, a scattering, consisting
mostly of faculty and townspeople at
that. The organ boomed out to a room
four-fifths empty. There were as many
performers as listeners, and the hymn-
singing was the weakest part of the
program. Heavens! Shall it be said
that although at Vassar, Smith, and
Mount Holyoke the college musical af-
fairs are enthusiastically attended, at
Wellesley the girls can't be bothered
AND STIUWE GO STALE!
To the Wellesley College News:
"Why do we go stale in college?"
asked a thoughtful Wellesley student
recently. We would all like to know
the answer to this question, to leam
why it is that such ideas as Jeremiah's
conception of Yahweh, Haeckel's the-
ory of mind, or Wordsworth's ideas
concerning primroses, should not thrill
us the more as we contemplate them,
but should rather become a little tire-
"go stale'
too much time on what should be onl;
the first step in the process of becom
ing educated—namely, in contemplat
ing the views of other people. We liv
entirely in a world of books and sec
ond-hand ideas. We painfully learn
each idea we study, and correlate it
with its originator. Sometimes we
even take the trouble to understand it;
but there our activity ends. We do not
compare our own idea of God with
Jeremiah's, and try to draw from the
comparison a deepening of our own
conception. We do not seriously con-
sider what the subservience of all mind
itter would entail. Worst of all,
ver go down to the river's brim to
he primrose for ourselves, and
whether it is, after all, only a
yellow primrose, or whether it holds
lew meanings for us. True culture
mplies the intelligent association and
comparison of our own world with that
f all those who have gone before us.
Jntil we seriously apply this principle
;e shall continue to grow stale at the
ontemplation of wisdom.
Printing
We specialize in Schoc
and College work. Ov








WEEK OF APRIL 21
nday, Tuesday and Wednesi
"Men Without Women"
to l ut how soon that book will be
; to make arrangements to use
the Science Room? It's hard
to find a particular book in th
Reading Room, but when it co






the Modern Lansuci^.' Rn<-,m
old stuff in
A PLEA FROM THE WESTERNERS
\> tin: Wcllc-Jcri College News:
penalized just because she happens
live some thousand miles away from
the college. Unfortunately she ca
like her friends in the East,
trams which arrive at Wellesley
or five hours before the required
for registration after vacation. £
forced to limit herself to the one
which is due within thirty or
minutes of the crucial moment,
once the ticket is purchased she is
left to the uncertainties of wind and
sleet and snow, and to the inexplicable
whims and decisions of railroad men.
She has done everything in her
power to arrive in Wellesley on time.
ir;i
The NEWS has just received the fol-
lowing letter, and wishes to apologize
to the writer for the error that ap-
peared in the issue of March 13.
"Unfortunately I find that some
people received a mistaken impression
from my talk at the meeting for eco-
nomics students sponsored by the Per-
sonnel Bureau. I should like to take
an opportunity to correct this impres-
"After stating that I described the
work in various department of our
firm, the NEWS quotes me as saying.
personally that
ness. It is, h.
essential if a
is adaptable.
she would lack something very val
able—an understanding of the pre
"I should like to take this opportu
ity to correct the
Personnel Bureau




SUE PAGE STUDIO Wellesley Square
Going to France
this Summer?
new "Lafayette" [every room with bain or
shower), the "De Grasse," one big parry,
or the clubby "Rochamhe.au." *¥* The un-
^frenchcGne
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
Out From Dreams and
Theories
The following is a report, supplied by
the Women's Educational and Indus-
trial Union, of a talk given by Mrs.
Bush-Brown, head of the Ambler
School of Horticulture for Women.
"Many interesting opportunities have
developed for students trained in hor-
ticultural work, and the field seems to
be a constantly widening one. The
early graduates of the School of Horti-
field, and it is interesting to see how
one opening has led to another. Dur-
ing the past few years more requests
for graduates have been received thin
we have been able to fill. By far the
greater majority of our students take
salaried positions, others go into busi-
ness for themselves. It is interesting
to know that at present four of the
most beautiful estates in the vicinity of
Philadelphia are in charge of Ambler
graduates. When employed on a pri-
vate estate, the girl sometimes lives in
a cottage on the place, and in other
cases she either lives at home or boards
i:i some nearby town, going back and
forth to her work each day. Fre-
quently a graduate will go into what in
England they call 'jobbing gardening.'
This entails taking charge of a number
of small gardens, going one day a week
to each garden. There is a rapidly in-
creasing demand for this type of ser-
ATTENTION, JEWISH GIRLS
Miss Frances Harrison, assistant di-
rector of the Training School for Jew-
ish Social Work is coming to Weilesley
on Friday, April IB. She will be glad
to talk to any girls contemplating work
in this field, or wishing to know of the
possibilities and openings it affords.
Any students wishing to interview Miss
Harrison are asked to leave their
names at the Personnel Bureau at





A new book on the Vocational In-
formation reference shelf in the library
students is Women in Architecture and
Landscape Architecture. It is written
by H. A. Frost and W. R. Sears, and
Dublished by the Institute for the Co-
ition of Women's Interests of
«mith College.
igirl
"One of the members of the class of
1929 has charge of a large commercial
poultry plant in northern New Jersey.
Another is employed in a nursery, and
sistants in the offices of landscape ar-
chitects. One of our earlier graduates
is at the head of the poultry depart-
ment in an industrial school in Massa-
tion of farm manager in a similar in-
stitution in Virginia. Two graduates
of the class of 1924 own and operate a
successful farm on the eastern shore of
Maryland. Another member of the
same class is growing lilies in Oregon
and ships her bulbs to customers in al-
most every part of the country. An-
other owns and manages a nursery for
boxwood in Virginia.
"An entirely different branch of hor-
ticultural work is that done in connec-
tion with the occupational therapy de-
partments in hospitals for mental and
nervous diseases. There seems to be
increasing interest in the very real ser-
field.
"The salaries which our graduates
obtain are excellent when compared
with other fields. For the most part
"From this brief survey it would seem
interesting opportunities. For the girl
who is interested in art there is garden
design and planning, for the student
who is interested in science, there are
openings in the more technical
branches, and for the person who has
a wholesome love for the out-of-doors
there are wide fields of activity."
An institution in Pennsylvania for
dependent colored girls has a position
open for a superintendent, the work to
begin in September. The candidate
should be a member of the Episcopal
Church. The superintendent and so-
cial worker are white women, and have
comfortable and attractive quarters,
The salary is $1800 the first year, but
would be increased the second year,
with all living expenses paid. The
Home is on the cottage plan The in-
stitution is a member of the Child
Welfare League of America. Fuller in-
formation may be obtained at the Per-
sonnel Bureau.
MINOR OFFICERS ANNOUNCED
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 41
Sennce: Elsie Watkins



























Hockey: Esther Fisher Smith








55 CENTRAL STREET - - WELLESLEY
Announces an
EASTE\ SALE
Our Buyer Has Just Returned From New York












And so the colle tion at
Gross Strauss reflects this
trend with sheer fabric-
normal waistline*. ankle
lengths and the most luscious
of pastels. Sophist cate or
sweetly demure— whatever
vour tvpe — you
more alluring tha
gowned in one of these
frocks!
I. Miller beautiful shoes
are charming compli-
ments when dyed to
match your frocks.
Gross Strauss—I. Miller
19 and 21 Central Street Weilesley, Mass.
GUEST ROOMS
-vith most comfortable beds
12 ABBOTT STREET
EXCELLENT PHOTOGRAPHY






^A,section of our fourth floor is now de-
voted to marvelous $16.50 dresses for colle-
gians! We intend to carry them in regular
stock. They are not sale dresses, nor ordinary
$16.50 dresses . . . they are the very best
dresses at that price that we can find any-
where. They are made of high-grade silks,
have generous skirt widths, perfectly pro-
portioned waistlines and are finely tailored.
Come in and see the bolero styles, cape-
lets, flares, and the gorgeous colors!
R. H. STEARNS CO.
girls" of the *
to be alike in one re-
spect—glowing health will
Ik their universal character-
Sh.vdoV-d Wheat is indeed a
Most typical college break-




petizing dish all of the
food elements. It's eas
ollege digest even when take
sh and • vide
needed energy fnr keeping
alert and active the whole
morning through. Eat Shred-
ded Wheat every morning
served with milk or cream
and fresh fruit— it puts you
in just the right mood for
early classes.

















Ireland. Mother Ireland, might have
the of
all-talkins and singing picture, Song
o' my Heart, rather than the title of a
single selection. The picture consists
entirely of sentimental appeal to lov-
ers of Erin and of well-rendered solos
by the popular tenor. Mr. McCor-
mack's voice, which, it is to be noted,
has procured for its owner an offer of
$10,000 for a single phonograph record,
is well worth hearing. Of the eleven
songs which form the main feature of
the performance, The Rose of Tralee,
and Ireland, Mother Ireland, seem to
receive especially hearty ovations;
Kitty, my Love, a more sprightly song,
is also popular. Some of the settings
g, although the
pathos is never moving. Though of
no significance. Song o' my Heart is at




"The great class difference is the
difference in speech." In a lecture-
recital given Tuesday evening, March
25, at Alumnae Hall, Mrs. Patrick
Campbell, English actress, after a short
discussion of speech, particularly in
relation to acting, illustrated her
points with selections from some of
her famous roles. "Beautiful speech,"
continued Mrs. Campbell, "is a habit
of mind—an art and a personal mat-
ter. Acting is a craft, and the basis
of it is diction, the English language
spoken correctly and beautifully with
no trace of accent. Vocal color has
nothing to do with accent; it is the
tone inspired in the actor by the study
The parts chosen by Mrs. Campbell
for illustration were Juliet, Paula from
The Second Mrs. Tanqneray, Eliza
Doolittle from Shaw's Pygmalion,
Melisande, Hedda Gabbler, and Lady




of the mysteries of the violinist's art:
everything is taken care of, taken care
of superlatively well, and in reporting
Alumnae Hall on Thursday evening.
April 10, it must be done in the fashion
one would employ in telling a friend
about a beautiful journey.
Mi-. Spalding is no lover of the ex-
treme in modern musical fashions, and
his program of a sonata (Bach), con-
certo (Mozart), the Pranck violin and
piano sonata (played by himself and
Mr. Benoist), and several pieces in a
lighter vein, carried us back a few
years to the time when one was not
ashamed to confess a love for Schubert
and Beethoven and Mendelssohn and
Wagner.
May I refer to the program seriatim?
The Bach sonata is not the most suave
of the sonatas for piano and violin by
the Leipzig cantor, but it served as a
dignified prelude. The Mozart concerto
was like a spring day, or a Watteau
canvas, or like anything not too serious
and yet lovely and sweet. There was
an astonishingly original bit in the
Rondo of the concerto where on a sort
ot drone (G string) the violin and
piano sang a melody in thirds. I have
never heard the first
The Franck sonata gave Andre Benoist
a chance to show his virtuosity; he
fine player and has an international
fame. If one may judge by the looks
of many in the audience, we were ver;
much surprised to hear Mr. Spalding
attempt the double notes in the Chopin
G major nocturne; but they wer
solutely true in pitch and as fluent as
a good pianist would play them,
was interesting to note that Spalding
very cleverly disposes of the awkward
extra measure in the opening of
somewhat thoosey-moosey se<
theme of the nocturne by giving the
doubtful bar to the piano and thus get-
ting the melody started on the violin
at the proper place. Very cleverly in-
deed the theme in double notes and the
lyric second theme are joined as the
piece goes on. The Brahms Cradle
Song was also interestingly arranged,
though after a more obvious fashion,
and was encored. The final number
on the program. La Campanella
(Paganini) is a virtuoso piece of the
highest type, and played with immense
energy and musical power.
There were many encores, the first
coming after the Mozart concerto.
Broad and deep was Hie appreciation
of Mr. Spalding's playing, his musi-
cianship, his happy balance, as a per-
former, between a too conservative and
a too unrestrained style, and his
charming personality.
But why waste words? There is one
word that sums up the concert, and
that word is satisfying.
Hamilton C. MacDougall.
SPRING INFORMALS
fortunate mixture of light
lows presented its second annual group
of class competition plays at Alumnae
Hall on Saturday, April 12. Judges of
the three competing plays were Miss
Moses, Miss Hart, and Miss Gladys
Meyer, '30.
Forbidden Fruit, a gay satire on
chivalric love, was the choice of the
freshmen. The production, coached by
Faith Mellen. was distinguished by the
acting of Helene Hirsch, who por-
Mary Jane Dietz gave an adequate
performance as the pretty maid Bet-
The gentlemen of the piece,
Edith Cook as the Chevalier de Rosa-
nd Elizabeth Congleton as the
notary Anselm, were somewhat too
trippingly feminine to be convincing.
antics of the clown, Muzetto,
played by Dora Cummings, met with
e broadly drawn than was
>r amusement. Gray cur-
cleverly used in the pro-
i the stage, though over-
crowded with furniture, was decor-
-ed in the appropriate style.
The sophomore play, Tlie Last of the
Loivries, by Paul Green, coached by
Vivian Grady, was justly judged, both
by the audience and the official critics,
the finest production of the evening.
The acting, which was especially com-
mended by the judges, was sustained
high level of excellence
throughout. Victoria Eisenberg as
Mayno, gave a creditable performance.
Janet Rosenthal as Jane played an
emotional role with admirable re-
int. Elizabeth Keith, as the last of
Croatan family of Lowries, Henry
Berry, made a difficult part convincing.
But the laurels go to Marjorie Foster,
from her effective entrance to
the
closing lines, created through her
ice a tragic and gripping realism.
The old Croatan mother who has
through the persecutions of the sher-
ffs. and who fears that the law will
'ob her of her one remaining son,
kept the emotions of the audience at
pitch which made up for the lack of
1 adequate dramatic climax. Special
praise is due to the coach for the
striking stage tableaux which added
unusual finish ' to 1
were perhaps a bit startling at first;
but the production, although it was
criticized by the judges, also seemed to
be finished to an unusual degree.
The play chosen by '31, The Artist,
by A. A. Milne, was coached by Joan
Plersen. It was a trivial comedy, amus-
ing at most moments, with the parts
of She and He adequately but
brilliantly rendered by Yvonne Smith
and Elizabeth Granger. The episode
of the jilting of an unseen love:
cause he wired "Have Mumps Writing
Henry," and the quips that resulted
from the situation, caused uproarious
laughter. Curtains were again used
in this set, with a very different effect,
for the interior of a cottage. Barn-
swallows is specially to be commended
for using such simple settings in its
informal plays.
The program for the performance
was designed by Louise Seeden-
M. G„ '31.
PROFESSIONAL PLAYERS WILL
START A NEW THEATRE PROJECT
extremely in-
teresting project is to be launched by a
large group of local play-goers known
as the Professional Players. This or-
ganization, similar to an organization
Philadelphia bearing the same
e, has arranged with the Shubert
Theatre Corporation to bring to Bos-
ton next season six of the outstanding
dramatic companies and plays o
most important companies, that other-
wise might not come to Boston, the
Professional Players undertake to se-
cure a sufficient number of subscribers,
at a reduced rate for the entire series
of six plays. Thus the playgoers, rath-
er than the producing managers, take
the initiative, and with them will lie
the choice of plays to be presented
during the twenty-four weeks' s
at the Plymouth.
Death Takes A Holiday, with Philip
Merivale, which has been definitely
of the series, begins on October 6th
at the Plymouth Theatre for ar
gagement of four weeks,
"DOVER ROAD"
April 25 Dancing
Tickets on Sale El Table
April 21, 22, 23
Stags Limited to One Hundred
No Juniors Excluded
—complete with eight packs of
playing cards, four bridge score
pads and four pencils; all held in
compartments. Covered with pin
Cilt
«'.| x4>,
The World's Greatest Leather Stores
Boston, 145 Tremont Street
SCHOOL OF=
MRS. NEIL SQUIRES, Hostess














Atou Wellesley Shop only we are
marking a special lot of expensive evening slip-
pers to $9.85 a pair. These are centre-buckle
style with a high or low heel. Fashioned of
multi-coloured brocades, they will blend with
almost any shade. You can be almost certain
of obtaining your size, but as we dislike disap-
pointing people we urge you to come early!
THAYER
McNEIl




Martin Birck's Youth, Hjalmar Soder-
berg. Harper Bros.
Written in 1907, and translated only
recently for publication in America,
this first novel by one of Sweden's fore-
most writers is a fine and delicate
piece of work, impregnated with the
singular charm of the Scandinavian
parison more inevitable than signifi-
cant, the Anatole Prance of Sweden.
He does indeed share with that Gallic
master whom he has translated into
Swedish, a pessimistic, quietly ironic
acceptance of tilings as they are; but
to push the comparison much further
is to lose more than is gained. Soder-
GHANDI GUIDES INDIA
BY NON-COMBATIVE RULE






fairy tales; in his simple, grave prose
sounds the same harmonious overtones
that make The Ugly Duckling linger
in the uncritical memory i
His descriptive passages ai
with the scents and sounds and colors
of a land so foreign as to please by
sheer freshness, and his most casual
phrases crystallize in a second the
atmosphere of a Stockholm April.
Martin Birck is a gentle study in






concise disillusionment. Its hero is a
figure lacking in that very tragic in-
tensity with which another author
might have attempted to point his tale,
a man who progresses so quietly from
serene childhood to wasted prime that
the transition is unnoticed and the
reader accepts it all without much
sense of change. Throughout the
whole the author has exercised his
excellent sense of character-drawing,
and the most minor personages stand
out as definite creations of a sure and
penetrating mind, unembittered by its
belief in "the lust of the flesh and the
incurable loneliness of the soul."
up a handful of salt water from the
boiled it down and made salt. Sud-
denly changing his plan of a continued
lgrimage, he continued the tour by
lto, lecturing and exhorting the
Although there is perhaps no other
an in the world so sainted by his peo-
e as Ghandi, there are the Moderates,
who still feel that there can be results
by petitioning the British gov-
and the Communist element
which has gathered strength through
Labor movement, who are not en-
tirely with him. Just this last week,
ntouchables, the sixty million of
India's outcasts turned against Muhat-
felt he was not con-
sidering their situation fairly.
Even considering these dissenting
irces in India, Ghandi's power is far
greater than any other Indian leader's,
riently opposed to eastern cul-
his people; he fights against
child marriage, and against the drug
liquor traffic; and most intense of
all his active policies is the struggle
against the salt monopoly and the im-
portation of English manufactured cot-
Ghandi's flagrant breaking of
the sale of
people to start doing really practical
objecting to British control. He has
everyone, man, woman and
make his own salt, and by that
protest. In response, devoted
of his have been making salt,
and have consequently been arrested
The British attitude on this case has
•en one of careful watching, followed
, little actual policing and arresting.
Wanting public opinion behind its acts,
government has yielded much. No
rds were at the beach when Ghandi
ped up the sea water, no guards
s as yet seized upon him and
clapped him into jail. Perhaps they
Ghandi in jail is more trouble
than Ghandi at liberty. Certainly, any
wholesale arresting would immediately
people's sympathies with those
md very strongly against the
government, perhaps precipitating a
Pars
Belying its title, from which one
reader at least assumed something
clergyman, John Merrills Pleasant
Life is a presentation of a certain
men who fill it. Beyond that it is a
drama of personality and motive, cen-
tering on the figure of John Merrill.
He is himself a blurred, inconsistent
character, although the two most
beautifully sketched protagonists of
the novel, the old genius Castle and
his mistress, Mrs. Daggett, are worth
more time than the reader is allowed
Either as a picture of modern in-
dustrial methods or as a psychological
character study, Mrs. Parsons' second
novel might have achieved a full and
impressive success, for she has indu-
bitable skill and subtlety. Her people
are. with the exception of the chie:
actor, modelled with a steady hand
Her descriptions are obviously the re
suit of careful artistry, and any quar
rel with them would be on the scon
of too much lavishness on her part, o
too little ability to digest on ours. I
fine humor, quiet intelligence, am
thoroughbred use of the language en
gage immediately the sympathies o
readers who are weary of slipshoi
thought and phrase, and who can for
give a slight uncertainty of emphasis
in the plot in pleasure at finding
craftsman among the dozens of factory
workers turning out wholesale fiction
for the American market today. The
PROF. J. B. PRATT GIVES
CALKINS MEMORIAL LECTURE
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 2)
hearing, and that we have a power of
omparison which necessitates a com-
parer. But comparison means activity,
at the self, as well as being a
psychic unity, must be active. Accord-
o Professor Parker, the self is
activity of the mind, and a collection
all. It is an inter-weaving of
content. In opposition to this state-
Professor Pratt said that logic
and human experience necessitate the
lfs being both active and a unity. If
being can appear to itself, it must be
; not a collection or stream, bui
o to which psychic states belong,
he self should not be considered
> complete an ego, because with-
ome taint of the empirical, the
self could never change or have char-
and all selves would be alike.
ssor Pratt said that above all the
s a substance, an existing being
having qualities, self-generated and
unique. Any attempt to visualize the
yc to consider it in spacial, tan-
gible terms, results in misunderstand -
g, because language is only applic-
hle to a material world and cannot
nvey the concept of a self.
Although the self is an entity, it is
11 of variety. It is a changing being,
,ss from pure rationality or essence,
the realm of existence. The self
is non-rational aspects as must all
existing beings; it is the doer of cer-
tain acts. That the self is the only
meed by its role of subject in cog-
ition, the one who wills in volition,
id the unifier in successive states.
Some psychologists put the self out
; time, while others make it temporal.
observes the passing show, and can
grasp several instances of time, which
indicate that it is non-temporal.
On the other hand, however, the self
could perceive change without being
of time. Putting it out of time
;s out change. Since the self acts
space but is not in space, making
ilso non-temporal would place it in
the world of essence.
discussing the characierisiics
self. Professor Pratt went on to
speak of the possibility of knowing it.
Hume attacked the reality of the self
it could not be empirically
He could not catch himself
without a perception. He could not
find the self among the objects of con-
Professor Pratt pointed out
thatthe reason for this .
self is essentially a subject,
object. Perhaps we can have
edge about the self, but we
have acquaintance with it. W
it is and what it is by
saying
perience contains the iinpli-
a self; we have direct in-
it. The self is a substance
whose variety is indicated by its activ-
tendencies, memories and pur-
poses. Purpose, in fact, pre-supposes
because an abstract purpose
be meaningless. Freedom also
goes with selfhood, which fact would
the collection or
j spontaneous, ever
growing and changing. The self can
most vividly in free a
artyrdom
possible if the self





Washable Silks for Pajama Ensembles
Plain Colors and Prints that give charm
to your lazy moments
When you're played hard or worked hard, oh the relaxation of
"changing" into smart and comfortable lounging Pajamas. They're
one of the many luxuries that are inexpensive to make. Plain and
printed Silks combined. ... or all prints are smart for beach
wear or for stay-at-home nights.
Washable Materials Suggested
Celanese Prints Printed Crepes
Celanese Moire Colored Pongee
THE ORIOLE
Excellent Food Good Service Cheerful Surroundings
Washington Street
LEMONA SKIN LOTION
A dainty toiletry intended to soften
and preserve the skin; to keep it en-
viably white yet glowing with natural
Recommended for its cleansing
efreshing qualities. $1.00 and 50c
On sale at all good Drug Stores.
DR. DWIGHT R. CLEMENT
Dentists
DR. COPELAND MERRILL
Vellesley Sq. Phone 1301-1900
Dr. F. Wilbur Mottley, M. A.
DENTIST
olonial Bide. Wei. 1212-




Apologize for disturbing your
slumbers? Why, you old sleepy
bought yesterday for $16.75, for
in ROLLINS window last night,
I saw one just like it for $14.75.
to a fudge sundae and the
weakness for fudge sundaes.
No. I have a date with the Boy
Friend for lunch, but I'll meet
you at 5:15 at ROLLINS, for you
Let us preserve that photograph you have by
framing it in a Morocco or Florentine leather, silver
or hand-carved frame.
A good assortment from which to select at moderate prices.
1=3
Studio of F. E. SLINGERLAND
Morton Building, Wellesley Tel. Well. 1975
Henri's the College Girls' Rendezvous
in New York^—
Here, conveniently located to both theatre and
shopping district?, the elite young college
w. until L^Jlllrl In CI!]'., llcllli- [.in Ircnch
tea with Petit Four,
sphere. Come ,
.
French Hand Made Candies ^y^"^ ,
CONFISEUR,
the Thresher's Daylight Silk Store
19 Temple Place BOSTON 41 West Street
COLLEGE STUDENTS
are cordially invited to avail themselves of the
facilities offered by this bank. We solicit your
Checking and Savings Accounts and assure you
that any business entrusted to us will receive our
best attention.
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES
For Rent, $5.00 per Annum and up
The Wellesley National Bank






Bfiiinniny: Monday, April 14,
Athletic Association started a drive (
the Swimming Pool. It is the first t
dertaking of the new board s
•-'iithuMiwn as that with which
undertaken.
this >.prini2
. from every girl in college. So
ur April allowance for your
invasser and help put another
Ev<.-i-v t-iiui-t is bfinfj; made to get
ourts in order and the weather
ses a good season. Last year
was wonderful spirit and many
siastii- tennis supporters co-oper-
;o make the sport a success. This
a. It will be the only thing Otherwise, the play is little changed.
for the benefit of this fund. Each of the eighteen acts depicting
dred per cent events in the Passion week will be pre-
During vacatioi faced by an orchestral selection and
out to the par nts asking choral anthem giving the motif of the
ons. With theii help it is act. after which will appear a tableau
from the Old Testament prefiguring
the Sacrifice
Crucifixion. And,
make-up will be used. This will doubt-
strange to the audience look-
through the
from the auditorium to the open
stage. But
length of the performance, which
eight, hours, with a short in-
termission at noon. For those visiting
Oberammergau, one would say that an
indispensable item of equipment is air-
Featurincj New Sport Shoes
ior Spring and Summer
SIEGEL'S SHOE STORE
95 SUMMER STREET, BOSTON
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
French Pottery Exhibited
At Farnsworth Art Museum
Marguerite Gastine is a young "n
ter-/oi'encfcr," who has lived
worked all her life in Marseille
Aubagne in the suburbs of that great
city. She is not only a potter but a
sculptor and painter likewise. She
belongs to a family of well-known art-
ists and men of science; her father dis-
covered the cure for the phylloxera
plague. She received her artistic
training in Marseille at the Beaux-
She has never dreamed of any other
life or vocation than that of a potter.
This is natural enough when one re-
Moustiers, Apt, and other places in
Provence were, together with Nevers
and Rouen, the most famous faience
tury. The love of fine glaze seems tc
be inborn amongst most Provencal peo-
ple. Travellers of old used to make a
point of stopping at Moustiers on their
way to Italy or Marseille in order to
enjoy lovely plates, dishes and crocks,
enameled with a world-renowned stan-
inferous surface, and decorated in the
green or under-glazed^ state which is
far superior in its liveliness and indi-
viduality to the over-glaze process.
Marguerite Gastine has acquired
through study and enthusiasm the per-
fect skill of the old masters. She also
has their delightful sense of the com-
edy of life and gift for decoration.
Early Visitor to Fairs
Having from babyhood gone every
December to the famous and delightful
santon fair in Marseilles where, for
several weeks, thousands and thou-
sands of small colored plaster figures
are being sold to those who wish to
enrich their home creclies with as
many of these little provincial figures
as they can afford, she found it natural
her i
of (ho Magazine, leading man in the
Shakespeare play, chairman of June
Play, star of the Mandolin Club, and a
dancer in Tree Day, as well as writer of
the class song, it was
yettparentage s
And the first story in the book, con-
cerning the career of Clorinda Trever-
tcn—a name truly worthy of a heroine
—is one that should be read to fresh-
men assembled in their first house-
meeting, as a warning. For the shal-
low Clorinda fully intended to become
the most popular girl in Wellesley. re-
lying on her beauty, charm, and monej
to gain this end, but lo! how a right-
minded college received her. At the
close of her sophomore year, not onlj
was Clorinda "as unimportant in col-
lege affairs as the tlmidest of fresh-
Liberal Club Considers Plan
For College Voting League
to institute at Wellesley a college
League of Women Voters, the Liberal
Club staged, at its meeting held in
Agora on the afternoon of March 25,
a mock Naval Conference, as an exam-
ple of the sort of program work and
study such a league might undertake.
The Parley was prefaced by a survey
given by Miss Jones, representative of
the National League of Women Voters.
ol tho history of that organization dur-
; of i
League was formed primarily because
of the general feeling, after the passing
of the Nineteenth Amendment, that the
women of the United States had en-
joyed too little political training to
make their vote of any value unless
i the new field.
Schmidt, as President Hoover,
beauty, i
fortunately cannot show is the e
ordinary richness and variety of her
work: tureens, pitchers, crocks, Kan-
tis, mugs, cups, saucers, trays, looped
jugs, fluted or gadrooned compotiers
with curved, waved or scalloped brims.
However, it is hoped that the speci-
mens now exhibited will give a fair if
not complete impression of the work
of an artist who has proved herself as
brave and plucky in all untoward cir-
she was modest wh
cognition did come
This exhibition of Marguerite Gas-
ine's pottery is the first one to be
hown in this country.
Marguerite Mespoulet.
Research Reveals To World
Life in the Days of 1899
Few pursuits ; nore diverting than
that of recreating a bygone civilization
from contemporary accounts, or of
tracing the origin of institutions exist-
ing in one's own day. Thus, two rare
pleasures are to be found in the perusal
of a little volume of Wellesley Stories,
written, but not proof-read, by one
Grace Cook in the early years of this
century, and recently unearthed from
the Library, where it had lain dormant,
according to the card, for some eleven
years—certainly a reflection on the
preceding generations of the college.
For what could be more inspiring to
the student than to remark with what
jealous zeal certain traditions of
Wellesley have been preserved by the
authorities? The most striking case in
point, perhaps, is to be found in Sir
Toby's Career, a tale relating the doom
her senior year, when she suffered a
nervous breakdown—a case surely
showing the origin of that administra-
tive fetish, the Point System. Yet one
cannot but observe that although
Helen Douglas was Business Manager
this ambitious, self-dependent young
ciled"—but, crowning blow, "her com-
panions were among a certain very
small clique of wealthy, rather heavy-
minded girls, who found college spirit
and college traditions beyond their un-
derstanding." Certainly this is a fate
Those Days Are Gone Forever
The order of importance of the ex-
a-curricular organizations has appar-
ently undergone revolutionary changes
the days of '99, when C.A. stood
he head, the Magazine next,
though even in those high and far-off
there was some difficulty in col-
g material for it, Barnsw.illuv.-.
in charge of all social activities,
third, and C.G. and A.A. simply no-
re. if then in existence. ' There is
interesting comparison to be made
reen the present Barn Receptions
this account of a Barn Swallows
Ban for the Freshmen, held in the old \
Barn, where *'the prettiest dances and
the most complete theatricals went vig- i
orously on from Week to week." Then, '
one learns, "the Barn Swallows were '
both economical and cheerful, and the !
noisy rhythm of the 'hurdy-gurdy' pro-
on the aims and opinions of America i
the problem of naval
Then followed similar speeches I
personators of ot
cerned in the Parley—Mari
as Tardieu. Margaret Freiberg as
Donald, Marie Mayer as Simpson,
b::r:t Sihmuck as Grandi, and
Wooyenaka as Wakatsuki. The i
discussion, consisting of summari
the several conflicting national '
points, conveyed clearly the fact
the crux of the entire Conference
tered in the one word, "provided."
After this political sketch, Miss
Louise Overacker of the Department of
History outlined the difficult issues in-
volved, and the possible outcome of the




ith private hath. Open every
Appointment. Tea Served.
NILSSON'S ELECTRIC BATH
Ultra Violet Ray Treatment
Vapon Shampoo—Hairdressing
Permanent Wave, until May 15th,
$10.00
r=i
230 Clarendon Street, Boston
forensics was observed with
when a Profes-
)n these rites. For
fudge-making, lav-
spreads" and stirring class elec-
seem to have sufficed. Even in
/as felt the baneful presence of
faced politicians."
e very character of the student
seems to have altered, externally
ast. Where are the charming, in-
it young creatures of whom it
could be said that "they skipped and
an and shouted and rolled in the snow,
nd otherwise boisterously proclaimed
themselves Freshmen?" One fears that
this youthful spirit has departed from
Nor : any :
s majors to whom this rather ter-
rifying description would apply: "The
itude of the conceptions that
gleamed across her mind, the perpetual
rhythm that beat and flashed in the
heorems or under her magic pencil
trengthened a naturally robust imag-
nation," and again, "for Pauline, phi-
losophical infinity blended with mathe-
matical infinity into an inspiring if
somewhat vague symbolism"—with
which latter mental state one can sym-
se. Nevertheless, this paragon was
Phi Sigma, "famous for plotting sport
kinds," and of sufficient moral
|
courage to commit the "unmaidenly"
visiting her sick lover unchaper-
Doubtless she even possessed
irticular ability that was a prime I
broad Southern accent.
Only a few brief examples can be
|
given here of the genuine merit of
j
tales. But surely the fine senti- i
ment and appreciation of college life in
all its aspects that flow forth on every
page render them worthy of closer
j
study. One wonders if it would not be
well to include Wellesley Stories in the
required reading of English Compost-
Go Grade A
tourist third
cabin . . .
LEVIATHAN
ThiB season, brand new Tourist
ThirfH.tibiiionilM LEVIATHAN,
^.rM\« Urgent Shin... llieentirc
h<T<m<lcai>iri assigned to "Tourist
Third". . . all its beautiful public
which gives you a full sweep of
:he sea... its charming cloister-il
smoking hall ... its vast open and
-ncIuMil decks for play and prom-
That Dainty Little Dress
Can be cleaned




Well. Sq. Next to Liggett';
IVY CORSET SHOP
Drxdale Silk Ho.
• Church Street, Wellesley
haste in booking this new, luxu-
flyer to Cherbourg anil Southunip-









Comes a time (as they say) every day when
it's good to drop things— relax— and, calm,
collected, tool, seek the hidden meaning
of life.
Sign off for just a minute, now and then, and
- listen IN —*- refresh yourself with an ice-cold Coca-Cola.
iaDd nice -- Fomou. Ready for you—anytime—around the cor-
i champion. ~c*«:a-coi. ner from anywhere. Nine million times a
p. m. e, s. t. ~ Com ia day the Thinkers and Doers of the nation
nbc Network -*-*-- gn(i tne pause that refreshes is what keeps
the world wagging.
9 MILLION A DAY~>IT HAD TO BE GOOD TO GET WHERE IT IS
